Producing speech and music

We are seeking pianists whose native language is English or French for a study that investigates how people perform melodies. In this study you will perform simple melodies and speak short phrases in English. The experiment will take around 75 minutes.

It is important that you are 18-30 years old, have no hearing impairments or neurological/psychiatric disorders, have at least 6 years of private instruction on the piano, and currently play the piano for at least 2 hours per week. Participants will receive $5 for participation in hearing and memory tests and an additional $10 for their participation in the experiment.

If you are interested, email at:
piano.speech.study.2018@gmail.com

This project is under the supervision of Prof. Caroline Palmer and Prof. Peter Pfordresher
Psychology Department, McGill University,
N6/3 Stewart Biology Bldg, 398-5270.